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Pre-processing: Fingerprint enhancement
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Pre-processing: Fingerprint enhancement
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Features extraction

Level 2 feature Level 3 featureLevel 1 feature

Macro details such 
as friction ridge 

flow, pattern type, 
and singular points

Minutiae such as 
ridge bifurcations 

and endings

Ridge dimensional 
attributes such as 

path deviation, 
width, shape, 
pores,edge 

contour.



Mindtct package: algorithm flowchart
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Mindtct package: synopsis

./mindtct [-b] [-m1] <finger_img_in> <oroot>

1. [-b] -> perform image enhancement on low contrast images.  

2. [-m1] -> write the minutiae points (in files <oroot>.{mdt,xyt,min}) according to ANSI 

INCITS 378-2004.

3. <finger_img_in> -> name of the fingerprint file to be processed.

4. <oroot> -> the root name for the output files.



Matching

Phase Matching

Skeleton 
Matching

Image Correlation

Minutiae 
Matching

Forensic examiners have 
successfully relied on minutiae 

to match fingerprints

Minutiae-based representation 
is storage efficient

Expert testimony about suspect 
identity based on

mated minutiae is admissible in 
courts of law



How we match minutiae? The Bozorth package

Computes match scores from fingerprint minutiae files. The files are expected to be in 

xyt-format, a simple text file format that is produced by the minutiae detector program 

mindtct. The algorithm is rotation and translation invariant.

The higher the score, the more closely the minutiae match.

https://github.com/lessandro/nbis/blob/master/man/man1/bozorth3.1


Bozorth package: synopsis

To compute match score for fingerprint pairs:

./bozorth3 [options] probe_name.xyt gallery_name.xyt

To compute match scores for one fingerprint against many:

./bozorth3 [options] -p probe_name.xyt -G gallery_file.lis

https://github.com/lessandro/nbis/blob/master/man/man1/bozorth3.1


Bozorth package: synopsis

Useful [options] for our tutorial:

1. [-m1] -> all xyt files use representation according to ANSI INCITS 378-2004. This flag must 

be used if it was used by the mindtct algorithm when extracting the minutiae points.

2. -A glines=#-# -> Process a subset of files in the gallery file.

https://github.com/lessandro/nbis/blob/master/man/man1/bozorth3.1


Identification and verification Task
Identification is a 1:N comparison
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Identification and verification Task
Verification is a 1:1 comparison
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ID Template
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Errors in Biometric systems

Please notice: both FAR and FRR are function of the threshold th.

https://www.bayometric.com/false-acceptance-rate-far-false-recognition-rate-frr/


Errors in Biometric systems



Accuracy evaluation

FRRFAR

EER



ROC curve: FAR vs GAR
GAR (Genuine Acceptance Rate) 

= 100 - FRR



Let’s move to colab!

bit.ly/Tutorial2_fp

http://bit.ly/Tutorial2_fp

